
Digital Radio Mondiale - HiFi for AM Radio

There is a global shift from analog tech-
nology to digital in radio and commu-
nications. Digital technology is trans-

forming the television and radio broadcasting
scenario, providing superior technical quality
within the existing limited spectrum bandwidth.
Beginning the first of June, the first regular digi-
tal shortwave broadcasts will be initiated by
Deutsche Welle. Putting aside both the hysteria
and the hype, what exactly is the new mode,
why is it needed, and how can the listener tune
it in?

A Little Background
Radio broadcasts first evolved using am-

plitude modulation (AM), now used on the
shortwave, mediumwave, and longwave trans-
mission bands below 30 MHz, often referred
to as the AM bands. AM radio provides wide
area coverage at low cost. Thanks to the propa-
gation characteristics of lower frequency waves,
AM band signals are able to propagate further
as compared to frequency modulation (FM)
band signals on VHF frequencies (88-108 MHz).

Signals on the AM band may propagate
directly from transmitter to receiver along the
surface of the earth as ground waves (in
longwave and mediumwave bands), or indirectly
via the ionosphere that refracts the signal back
to the earth as skywaves (in shortwave and
mediumwave bands).

High -frequency (HF) bands facilitate in-
ternational broadcasting through sky wave
propagation. Broadcasts can be targeted at dis-
tant countries, even halfway around the world.
However, most major broadcasters arrange to
have transmitters somewhat nearer the target
area in order to improve reliability and give more
choice of operating times and frequencies.

But AM radio has a major drawback: it
offers poor sound quality due to interference
from man-made noise and fading. Audio quality
on shortwave and mediumwave varies consid-
erably due to the dynamic variations in the
propagation medium. This, coupled with lim-
ited audio bandwidth, has led to a reduction in
the radio audience as broadcasters explore al-
ternative spectrum and media to entice the lis-
teners.

Two new digital technologies are just now
opening the way for better reception quality -
digital audio broadcasting (DAB) is the digital
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evolution for FM radio, and Digital Radio
Mondiale (DRM) is the digital standard for the
AM bands. In contrast to AM transmission,
DRM offers the broadcaster the ability to adopt
a considerable number of transmission param-
eters to suit the transmission channel. It pro-
vides broadcasters the flexibility to strike an
optimum balance between quality and reliabil-
ity of the service. DRM's FM -like quality of-
fers a dramatic improvement over the crackle
and pop of analog AM.

Why is a digital transmission system
needed below 30 MHz? Digital technology of-
fers many substantial advantages to national
and international broadcasters and infocasters.
Even FM broadcasting is gradually moving to a
DAB standard. But as the coverage of FM is
very limited, the advantages of a complemen-
tary digital broadcast system below 30 MHz
are becoming clear for national and international
broadcasting.

The poor transmission quality that is as-
sociated with the analog AM system is mainly
due to the frequency band. Even so, when the
amplitude modulation is replaced by digital
modulation, it will be possible to obtain a good -
quality transmission even at long distances.
Because digital transmission is non -sensitive to
echo interferences, it avoids quality degrada-
tions that are typical of analog transmission.

DRM consortium
10 create the digital AM broadcasting sys-

tem, an informal meeting was held between some
of the largest international broadcasters and
broadcast equipment manufacturers in Paris in
September 1996. The meeting included repre-
sentatives from Radio France International,
Deutsche Welle, Voice of America, Harris Broad-
casting Communications, Norking, and
Thomcast Co. In another meeting held in No-
vember of the same year, it was agreed to form
the Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) consortium
to create a single world standard for digital broad-
casting in AM radio bands below 30 MHz. The
DRM consortium comprises broadcasters, com-
munication system developers, and electronics
manufacturers.

The DRM set out to develop a new digital
transmission specification, drawing on work
previously done within a European Eureka
Project. A preliminary system was designed and

tested within the laboratory using transmitter
and channel simulations, and a number of field
trials were undertaken to verify the channel
models used in the laboratory.

Some Digital AM Objectives
the audio quality. as perceo. ed by the lis-

tener, must be improved over that achieved by
AM. The most obvious quality limitation of
present AM is the audio bandwidth. AM qual-
ity is also affected by limited signal-to-noise
ratio, selective fading due to multipath recep-
tion, co- and adjacent -channel interference, and
interference from man-made noise and natural
sources.

The DRM signal must fit within the
present channeling arrangements in the AM
bands, but with flexibility to permit possible
rearrangements in the future. The changeover
from AM to DRM will clearly be a slower pro-
cess, with so many transmitters and receivers
in place. At the same time, the bands are ex-
tremely crowded. So, to make the changeover
possible, AM stations must be converted to
DRM without upsetting or being disturbed by
their AM neighbors. This implies not only that
the RF bandwidth fits the channeling but also
that the protection ratios (AM-DRM, DRM-
AM and DRM-DRM) and the necessary car-
rier -to -noise ratio are inter -related.

The DRM signal should support opera-
tion of a single -frequency network. Single -fre-
quency networks are sometimes used with AM,
particularly in long -wave and medium -wave
bands. But this adds distorted reception and
jammed audio at the places where signals hav-
ing similar strength are received from the trans-
mitters using the same frequency. Designing a
DRM system to support the single -frequency
network would provide good spectrum
economy.

To listen to a particular station or service
in AM radio, one needs to have detailed knowl-
edge of the band and frequency, which may
change with time. The DRM receiver should
insulate the listener from having to deal with
the band and frequency. Suitable data transmit-
ted along with the signal can tell the listener
(via display, jingle, and speech synthesizer) the
station name, tell the receiver how to find it
again in case there is any scheduled change in
frequency, as well as advise which alternative
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